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INTRODUCTION 

Since its inception, SoBe has branded products that are considered an alternative to conventional 

market offerings.  Originally a beverage company that introduced a line of performance enhanced 

teas which included special additives such as ginseng and panax, the brand’s edgy persona has 

been extended to fruity energy drinks, sports drinks, chewing gum, soda, and, most recently, 

chocolate. 

Extending the SoBe brand image to performance enhanced chocolate has proven challenging.  The 

SoBe Chocolate group (operating in conjunction with HVC Lizard Chocolate) has tried, with 

some success, to create a new confections category centered on the concept of functional 

indulgence.  Yet, the product line suffers an identity crisis with consumers who are not used to the 

inclusion of performance enhancers in chocolate.  Initial packaging and marketing efforts have not 

adequately educated the market and consumers are not associating the SoBe brand identity with a 

chocolate bar, or SoBe Chocolate to the confections category.   

SITUATION 

The Life and Times of SoBe 

SoBe came to life in 1996 as the South Beach (SoBe) Beverage Company.  Founded by two Pepsi 

alums, Mike Schott and John Bello, the company introduced a beverage line that “defied 

convention”.  The attitude at SoBe is characterized by the following from John Bello: 

“Mike and I came from Pepsi, where things get massaged into mediocrity. I don't think 
Coke or Pepsi would ever put out a bottle with a lizard on it that has St. John's Wort in 
it. They just won't do it. Whereas I have nothing to lose by doing that.” 

The SoBe brand is positioned as a healthy beverage alternative to the traditional carbonated 

beverages offered in gas stations and convenience stores.  SoBe beverages target active consumers 

who are inclined to use performance enhancing products to improve their physical endurance as 

well as their mental agility.  Using two lizards in a pattern that resembles a Buddhist ying-yang as 

their marquee, the group successfully launched a line of beverage products that struck a chord with 

counter-culture and extreme sports/surfing affiliates. 

The SoBe brand grew by striving for uniqueness and appealing to customers individually.  They 

did not use mass advertising techniques, relying on field marketing tactics to create a buzz and an 
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underground following for the product.  They also used innovative packaging to signal uniqueness 

by incorporating cryptic messages under beverage bottle-caps, using flashy colors, and introducing 

a distinctively shaped bottle (See Exhibit 1).  The line is sold near water and fruit drinks in 

convenience stores, grocery stores, and mass merchandisers.  (See Exhibits 2a, b, and c for 

typical placement and convenience store channel data.) 

The SoBe brand’s target demographic is active males aged 16-22.  However, SoBe has grown 

wildly popular outside of this “bullseye demographic.”  The SoBe brand has been found to carry 

powerful brand equity with people aged 12-34.  Brand affiliation is high among active adolescents 

who see SoBe as a counter-mainstream beverage product (See Exhibit 3).  SoBe identifies its 

clientele based on the hobbies and activities in which they are involved.  Surfers, snow-boarders, 

and skate-boarders are the most likely set to readily identify SoBe.   

The Beverage Industry 

Changes in consumer tastes that include a trend toward more functional and health-oriented 

products are driving the introduction of alternative beverages: Arizona, Snapple, and SoBe.  These 

new products are eroding carbonated beverage market shares, seen in a steady decline in the 

market for carbonated sodas.  This decline has driven diversification by the major beverage 

companies and created new growth with product offerings including non-carbonated beverages 

such as bottled teas, fruit juices, and sports drinks.  Brand extensions and new brand introduction 

in the beverage industry are at an all time high.  Line extensions are also on the rise with the 

introduction of new soft drink beverages such as Vanilla Coke and Pepsi Twist.   

SoBe Diversifies 

PepsiCo announced its acquisition of SoBe in December 2000.  The acquisition enabled Pepsi to 

move to the youth demographic with a wholly independent brand identity.  Pepsi has maintained 

SoBe’s unique brand image while extending the brand.  In the past several years SoBe has 

extended its brand into several new categories: including sports drinks (SoBe Sports System), soda 

(Mr. Green), and diet drinks (SoBe Lean).  The SoBe brand has also been extended to chewing 

gum flavors that retain SoBe beverage sub-brands and to chocolate.  As the brand grows, its 

unique attributes are passed to each new product (See Exhibit 4).  See Exhibits 5a and 5b for a 

SoBe timeline. 
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SoBe Chocolate - Brand Licensing 

Pepsi has licensed the SoBe brand name to HVC Lizard Chocolate for a new line of nutraceutical-

enhanced chocolate bars that appeal to the SoBe customer.  Under the licensing agreement, HVC 

Lizard Chocolate pays 3.5% of sales for the use of the SoBe brand and the SoBe sub-brands 

(Drive, Power, Tsunami, and Energy).  Confection products currently compete primarily on the 

dimensions of quality, price, and taste.  SoBe Chocolate has essentially created a new confections 

category with its introduction of a third dimension: function (See Exhibit 6).  See Exhibit 7 for a 

timeline of SoBe Chocolate. 

The Confectionary and Energy (Nutrition) Bar Industries  

SoBe Chocolate is formulated as a confectionary item and is positioned as a hybrid between a 

chocolate bar and an energy (nutrition) bar. 

Total sales for the confectionary market in 2002 were $4.18 billion (See Exhibit 8).  Chocolate 

confection is a mature industry, exhibiting a slow average annual growth rate of 2%.  Chocolate 

consumers have strong preferences to certain flavors and brands.  While there are eight major 

chocolate candy manufacturers in the market, the top two, Hershey and Masterfoods, dominate 

with roughly 68% of dollar sales.  The rest of the market is shared by Nestle, Russel Stover, R.M. 

Palmer, Ferrero, and Kraft.  (see Exhibit 9)  The top 10 selling brands include M&M and Snickers 

from Masterfood’s, and Kisses, Reese’s Cups, and Nuggets, from Hershey (see Exhibit 10).  

Confection bars are generally high in calories, fat, and sugar and lack substantial nutritional value. 

The energy bar category is one of the fastest growing categories in the US food and snack 

industry, growing 23% from 470 million in 2001 to $580 million in 2002.  Energy bars, such as 

Power Bar and Balance Bar are used as a meal replacement or nutritional supplement and are 

known for their unappealing taste.  According to the data from SPINS, the energy bar segment can 

be divided into diet bars, lifestyle/wellness bars, and athletic bars (See Exhibits 11a and b).  Diet 

bars topped the category at $240 million in sales.  The most significant growth was in the 

lifestyle/wellness segment, which grew 29%, from $171 million in 2001 to $220 million in 2002.  

SoBe chocolate is most closely aligned with the athletic bar segment.  Energy bars are becoming 

mainstream as American consumers become increasingly concerned with improving daily 
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nutrition and convenience.  Drivers of the energy bar market reside in the obsession with 

convenience and obesity. 

Currently the confectionary bar market is underserved on functionality and the energy bar market 

is underserved on taste.  As consumers are growing more active and health conscious, they will 

demand more functionality in their confections.  Also, the energy bar category is shifting towards 

better tasting bars at the expense of extreme performance.  Balance Bar Gold, one of the best 

selling bars in the category, resembles a Snickers bar while meeting the necessary points of parity 

in the category for vitamins and healthy substance (See Exhibit 12).     

SOBE CHOCOLATE TODAY - CURRENT STRATEGY 

By creating the “Functionality” dimension, Sobe Chocolate is uniquely positioned in the 

confectionary market with no direct competition.  However, the functionality of SoBe Chocolate 

should not be confused with the nutritional benefit conveyed by manufacturers of energy bars (See 

Exhibit 13).  While there is nothing particularly healthy about a SoBe chocolate bar’s sugar and 

fat, it does deliver with great taste and a sense of “lift” while providing chocolate’s secondary 

health benefits.  A SoBe Chocolate bar does not meet the points of parity necessary to compete in 

the energy bar market and is not meant for use before going to the gym.  However, it is ideal for 

an afternoon energy jolt or a study snack.  This “better for you” tactic is important because so few 

people get excited about a “good for you” nutrition bar that tastes like cardboard.  This distinction 

between the benefits of an energy bar and a SoBe chocolate bar is important when establishing the 

idea of functional indulgence.  HVC now faces the challenge of how to market this product so that 

their high quality, nutraceutical infused chocolate is successful in building this new category and 

fulfilling consumers needs and expectations.  

Product 

The three main attributes which set the SoBe chocolate bar apart from others in the confection 

category are its high quality chocolate, its exotic and unique flavor combinations, and its 

functional nutraceutical additives.   

SoBe Chocolate is made by HVC Lizard Chocolate, a spin-off of Hawaiian Vintage Chocolate 

(HVC), which was founded as a producer of gourmet and varietal chocolate.  By selectively 
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harvesting the best beans from around the world, including its own from Hawaii, and developing 

proprietary post-harvest handling and chocolate processing techniques, HVC has been able to 

produce consistently top quality chocolate.  The name Hawaiian Vintage Chocolate is recognized 

and respected by gourmet chefs and HVC products have traditionally been sold primarily through 

gourmet channels.  The Company's mission is to educate the consumer that chocolate is a healthy 

food that stimulates the brain and that the flavor of the cocoa bean determines the flavor of the 

chocolate (See Exhibit 14).  With the introduction of the SoBe line, which markets the health 

benefits of chocolate, HVC has been consistent with this mission statement (See Exhibit 15).  An 

important point of difference for SoBe Chocolate is that its bars contain much higher quality 

chocolate than traditional chocolate bars such as Snickers and Hershey’s, with a cocoa butter 

content of 75%.     

The SoBe chocolate currently is offered in four flavors (See Exhibit 16):  

1) Drive – Milk Chocolate with Triple Shot Mocha Blast 
2) Energy – Milk Chocolate with Citrus Infused Caramel Energy Center 
3) Power – Milk Chocolate with Power Fruit Infusion  
4) Tsunami – White Chocolate with Orange Power Infusion. 
 

Hoping to capitalize on current brand recognition of the SoBe name, these flavors were chosen to 

tie in with popular SoBe beverage sub-brands.  While the flavors of the bars are in-line with the 

flavors of the drink, they are very different from traditional chocolate bars.  The Energy bar has a 

citrus flavored caramel filling that differentiates it from other caramel-filled chocolate products 

such as Caramelo.  There are no flavors currently on the market like the fruit infusion in the Power 

bar, the rich mocha of the Drive bar, and the white chocolate/orange combination of Tsunami.  

Consumers are often surprised by the edginess and “attitude” of the chocolate-flavor combination.  

The “Chocolate with Attitude” tagline is targeted to appeal to the edgy young consumers and is 

displayed on the wrapper. 

The primary point of difference for SoBe chocolate is its functional nutraceutical ingredients.  By 

adding performance enhancing ingredients such as guarana, taurine, creatine, and ginseng, SoBe 

chocolate is creating a new confectionary category: Functional Chocolate (See Exhibit 17).  The 

same energy enhancing ingredients found in SoBe Chocolate are also found in energy drinks such 

as Red Bull and SoBe’s Adrenaline Rush.  These energy boosting drinks are extremely popular 
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among SoBe’s stated target market and have enjoyed enormous growth in the past five years.  

However, these additives had not previously been extended to other food categories.  By 

combining performance enhancing ingredients with the more substantial substrate of chocolate, 

SoBe Chocolate is meant to give its consumers an energy rush that is smoother and longer lasting 

than its beverage counterparts. 

Price 

The manufacturer’s suggested retail price of SoBe Chocolate bars is $1.29 per bar.  When 

compared to traditional bars such as Snickers, which often retail for $0.60 - $0.65 per bar, this 

price premium is striking.  However, during promotional periods, SoBe bars are offered at $0.99 

per bar.  This price is still 50% higher than traditional chocolate bar competitors in the 

confectionary category.  The price premium is meant to reflect the high quality of the product, the 

additional functional benefit of neutraceutical additives, and the SoBe brand equity.  The price to 

HVC Lizard Chocolate’s distributors is 64 cents and HVC Lizard Chocolate earns a 60% gross 

margin on these sales (See Exhibit 18). 

SoBe chocolate is currently priced squarely between a candy bar and a nutrition bar.  According to 

Bill Meissner, Vice President of Marketing for HVC Lizard Chocolate, “Consumers demonstrate 

an acceptance for the price premium of SoBe beverage products and this premium translates to 

SoBe chocolate.  I am very comfortable selling at a premium.”  

Place 

In October 2002, after a successful summer test market in San Diego, SoBe chocolate was 

launched exclusively in 7-Eleven’s nationwide network of 5,200 convenience stores.  The 

exclusivity clause in the contract, meant to last until the end of 2002, was terminated early because 

7-Eleven felt that offering the product through more channels would help build awareness for the 

product.  In seeking new distribution partners, the SoBe brand has proven enormously important 

for HVC.  Backed with the power of the SoBe name, they have been accepted by every distributor 

that they have approached.  HVC is now looking to develop the mass-merchandise (Target and 

Walmart) and the wholesale buying club (Sam’s and Costco) markets.  Within stores SoBe 

chocolate bars are supposed to be placed in the candy section and SoBe Chocolate has permanent 

placement on the top row of the 7-Eleven candy aisle.  However, bars are often mistakenly placed 
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in the energy bar section (See Exhibits 19 and 20).  Also, some local efforts have been made by 

SoBe field marketers to place the product in skate and surf shops that appeal to the target 

audience.  There is no formal distribution network to achieve placement in these stores. 

Promotion 

SoBe chocolate was introduced using the same strategy that led to the enormous popularity of 

SoBe beverages.  Using their relatively limited marketing budget, SoBe Chocolate attempted to 

create a grass-roots awareness for the product in its target market.  It relies exclusively on field 

marketing and does not include national print media, radio, or television advertisement.   

Field marketing is executed by a national network of “SoBe Chocolate Zealots,” young 

enthusiastic employees, from SoBe’s target demographic, that create a buzz by educating 

individual consumers about the brand.  By sponsoring events such as snowboarding, surfing, and 

skateboarding competitions (See Exhibit 21), Zealots sample products, interact with consumers, 

and distribute product information.  Marketing collateral is edgy and youthful, cultivating the 

SoBe counterculture identity that differentiates the brand from traditional corporations (See 

Exhibit 22).  SoBe Zealots also engage in “Guerilla” marketing, showing up at events such as 

concerts and sporting events without the consent of the event coordinators to create a buzz around 

the SoBe Chocolate product.  The SoBe Chocolate website (www.sobechocolate.com), 

prominently displayed on the product and all marketing collateral, serves as an important 

permanent link to the consumers that further educates them on the product and keeps them 

informed about upcoming events (See Exhibit 23). 

Currently SoBe Chocolate does not participate in any collaborative marketing with SoBe 

beverages, relying on its association with the SoBe brand name to drive sales at the point of 

purchase.  The same logos that appear on SoBe beverages are prominently displayed on SoBe 

chocolate and the flashy, vibrant colors are consistent with SoBe beverages (See Exhibit 24)  

The promotional effort is extended by educating consumers at the point of sale through in-store 

sampling. Allowing consumers to taste the product and offering promotional incentives such as 

free SoBe merchandise have proven extremely successful in driving SoBe bar sales.  7-Eleven, 

disappointed by sluggish sales, mandated that Zealots sample at 90% of the stores where the 
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product was sold.  This “7-Eleven Heavy-Up Sampling Initiative” was extremely successful; 

increasing bar sales from 0.31 bars/day/store/SKU1 to 0.4 bars/day/store/SKU. 

THE FUTURE OF SOBE CHOCOLATE 

The primary goal of the brand is to become a true mass-marketed consumer good so as to support 

a long-range vision of building the new functional indulgence confection category. However, 

SoBe chocolate faces several marketing challenges that are best summarized as a general 

confusion over how the SoBe brand and what it represents translates to chocolate.  The idea of 

“healthy” and “chocolate” are hard to marry.  While SoBe can use its benefit of adding a 

performance and energy enhancing function to its chocolate, there is confusion among consumers 

as to what the product is.  When surveyed, most people who see the packaging and shape of a 

SoBe chocolate bar perceive it to be a nutrition/energy bar, not a confection.  Consumers looking 

for a nutrition/energy bar might be disappointed if they mistakenly purchased a SoBe chocolate 

bar and consumers looking to satisfy a chocolate craving may avoid the product because it too 

closely resembles a nutrition/energy bar (See Exhibit 25). 

As markets become fragmented, SoBe’s single brand and host of sub brands are poised to break 

through the clutter to stand out to consumers: simplifying their choices, reducing their perceived 

risks, and serving as a medium for self-expression.  However, in order to be successful, SoBe 

Chocolate should focus on solving its current identity crisis and really stress the one basic message 

that summarizes the brand-person relationship that exists for SoBe Chocolate consumers.  This is 

not an easy task for a product in its infancy that is trying to open up a new consumer category.  

Working to construct this conceptual model by surveying and interacting with consumers, SoBe 

Chocolate stands to gain a lot of insight into their consumers and what the product really means to 

them.  In making these judgments it is important to realize that “attitude” and image equities 

associated with the chocolate market may not come from ingredients or the physical product itself; 

rather, they are likely to lie within the individual users.  Developing this type of framework will 

                                                

1 Bars/day/store/SKU is the commonly used metric to describe the movement of candy bars through convenience 

stores.  While these numbers seem low, they are actually in-line with the industry and quite good for a new product. 
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help SoBe Chocolate steer their marketing campaigns and new product introductions.  Two tools 

to conceptualize this problem are shown in Exhibits 26a and 26b. 

Short Term Plan 

Packaging: 

The packaging of SoBe Chocolate has been a source of confusion for both consumers and retailers 

who almost instantly identify the product as an energy or nutrition bar.   The current packaging for 

SoBe chocolate bars needs to be improved to more closely relate to the product that is being 

offered.  If you compare a traditional chocolate bar package to the SoBe chocolate test market 

packaging and the current SoBe Chocolate mylar packaging, it can be seen that SoBe makes an 

obvious departure from established chocolate packaging (see Exhibits 27a, b, c, d, and e).  This 

was done intentionally to differentiate the product from its competitors in the confections 

category.  However, if SoBe chocolate is different on all points, consumers will have difficulty 

linking the SoBe product to what they typically expect from confections.  This is especially 

important for experience goods such as chocolate, which depend on initial trial to generate repeat 

purchases.  If consumers don’t initially try the product because they are forced to read the fine 

print to identify the true nature of the product, SoBe Chocolate has already lost the battle.  While 

there are some important aspects of both SoBe Chocolate’s test market packaging and their current 

packaging that can be used to build the SoBe brand, neither are perfectly suited for the high 

quality product and the conventions of the chocolate market. 

SoBe bars are packaged in brightly colored mylar wrappers like most nutrition/energy bars and 

they are similar in shape and size to energy bars (See Exhibit 28a and 28b).  The flashy mylar 

packaging may be effective in differentiating the SoBe product and conveying the active lifestyle 

associated with SoBe to the consumer.  However, the current bag-like packaging is too closely tied 

to a nutrition/energy bar identity and this is problematic when trying to market a confectionary 

product.  It is recommended that HVC wrap the bar with silver foil under-wrap, while using the 

attractive, flashy mylar for over-wrap.  This type of wrapping is more immediately associated with 

confections and allow consumers to more clearly see the underlying shape of the bar.  Slogans, 

similar to those found under the caps of SoBe beverages, could be incorporated into the inner or 

outer wrapping.   
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Additional consumer confusion stems from the understated explanation of the chocolate content of 

the product as well as the visual dominance of SoBe beverage sub-brands: Power, Energy, 

Tsunami and Drive that connote traditional nutrition/energy.  It is also recommended that HVC 

use SoBe Chocolate (see Exhibit 29) as the primary product identifier in lieu of the SoBe 

beverage sub-brands.  These bars should maintain the identity of the co-branded product; however 

the tie-in names should be de-emphasized.  This move would reinforce SoBe’s brand position as a 

confectionary product. 

The inclusion of nutraceutical ingredients on the wrapper can mislead the consumer who is used to 

associating these kinds of performance-enhancing ingredients with nutrition.  It is important to 

continue to display the functional ingredients on the package because additives like taurine, 

guarana, and others leverage the “energy” equity associated with the SoBe brand.  However, these 

ingredients do not add as much incremental value to the confections market and the icons found 

on the current packaging may be too strongly emphasized.  The treatment of the ingredients from 

the test market bars, an understated list under the brand name, is more in-line with market 

conventions. 

The logos and colors displayed on the packaging also could be changed to be more in-line with the 

product category.  Currently, each of the four bars have very different color scheme.  These color 

differences may prove problematic as SoBe tries to create a chocolate line under a unified brand 

umbrella.  Whereas the SoBe beverages are packaged in clear bottles and associated with a distinct 

color that is part of the beverage formulation, this same color scheme may not carry over well to 

the chocolate market.  SoBe Chocolate may want to consider choosing an overall color scheme 

that is more consistent with the category and common to all lines.  Also, the green SoBe Lizard 

logo may not easily make the transition to the chocolate category.  Green, often associated with 

sickness, may be too jarring and is not a color commonly associated with chocolate.  More neutral 

coloring for this logo, such as that found in Exhibit 29 and the Adrenaline Rush test market 

package, may be more favorable.  Also, the lizard logo itself might be better displayed if it were 

de-emphasized or more integrated into the package design.  At the same time, SoBe text logo 

should be enlarged to compensate for the smaller lizard logo and to dominate the SoBe beverage 

sub-brand lines. 
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Merchandising: 

To elevate product awareness, it is also important to leverage SoBe brand equity at the point of 

purchase.  When advertising budgets are limited, as they are in this case, the most cost-effective 

way of speaking to the consumer is at the point of purchase.  SoBe Chocolate marketing collateral 

or product racks to display the bars should be placed on the beverage cold vaults where SoBe 

beverages are found.  End-caps on aisles or free-standing displays could also be used where both 

SoBe Chocolate and SoBe beverages can be found together.  While these tactics may be important 

during the introduction of the bars as tools to build awareness for SoBe’s energy rich chocolate, 

they may not be as viable in the long run.  Location is critical for consumer products and is 

generally limited to what the trade will allow.  Product placement in more than one or two 

locations may not be sustainable.  Also, being so closely tied to and associated with SoBe 

beverages may harm SoBe Chocolate’s individual brand equity if they are always associated only 

with the drinks and not as a viable product by itself.  Always sub-branding chocolate products to 

correspond with beverage lines is dangerous because it ties SoBe Chocolate’s hands in the future 

and these parallel sub-brands do not mean the same thing in the two categories (See Exhibits 30a 

and b). 

SoBe Zealots should continue their grass-roots marketing efforts and focus on sampling the 

product at stores to increase trial of the product.  Information about the energy benefits and life-

style attributes of the product can be easily conveyed to target consumers on a one-on-one basis 

through this channel.  Also, by continually interacting with the consumer, field marketing provides 

valuable marketing and consumer data. 

Distribution: 

HVC should continue to work on expanding distribution to include gas stations, grocery stores, 

and other convenience stores as well as larger retailers such as Target, Wal-Mart, and Sam’s Club.  

Given that advertising dollars are limited, it is important that SoBe Chocolate be found in many 

outlets and that its presence is maximized with in-store marketing collateral.  Additionally, in the 

larger channels like grocery stores and large discount stores, full sized SoBe Chocolate bar multi-

packs could be introduced.  The multi-pack could multiple bars, either in one flavor or as a 
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sampler pack with several of each kind of bar.  Considering the price premium of SoBe Chocolate, 

this bundling technique would attract the value user. 

Price: 

The amount of price premium to charge for SoBe Chocolate is an important issue.  Currently, for 

the same amount of product, SoBe Chocolate is priced roughly double the leading traditional 

chocolate bar brands.  While SoBe does demand a premium in the marketplace, it may be hard-

pressed to maintain this high premium for chocolate against such well established favorites as 

Snickers and Mars.  Evaluating the results of the “7-Eleven Heavy-Up Sampling Intitiative” it is 

exciting to realize that sales volume increased as much as it did.  However, it must be kept in mind 

that the price during this period also dropped from $1.29 to $0.99 per bar.   

When evaluating pricing decisions it is important to keep category level pricing in mind.  

Although SoBe chocolate competes in the confectionary market, it is priced between a candy bar 

and an energy bar (which generally command much larger premiums).  Consumers evaluate 

purchase decisions using a mental accounting method based on the difference between the 

intrinsic utility that they derive from the product, which does not change based on price, and a 

product’s price compared to some preconceived reference price2.  Even if SoBe products provide a 

greater utility to consumers, if they are priced too far out of the category, consumers will not be 

able to justify purchasing the product. 

In order to achieve the volume goals required to become a major player in the confections 

category, the $0.99 price point may be more reasonable.  Pricing below the $1.00 price point also 

has a large psychological significance for consumers.  In making this price cut without making 

large sacrifices on margins, SoBe may be able to resize the product to make it slightly smaller.  If 

SoBe decides to go with this strategy, they would want to encourage consumers to evaluate 

purchase decisions on a per-bar basis rather than a per-weight basis.  This is especially suitable for 

the SoBe product, which is so rich that consumers often cannot finish a whole bar.  By using 

packaging and shape it may be possible for SoBe to make it difficult for consumers to make an 

                                                

2 If: Intrinsic Utility – f(Actual Price – Reference Price) > 0, Then: Buy. 
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“apples-to-apples” comparison on price and size.  To achieve this price cut, it may be necessary 

for HVC to take a hit on their current 60% gross margins and readjust the margins throughout the 

distribution chain.  However, in building the functional indulgence category  and proliferating 

SoBe chocolate to achieve other strategic goals, this may be a necessary compromise. 

Ingredient Branding and Corporate Name Change (Precursor to Long Term Strategy): 

HVC should consider some strategic tactics in the near term to start creating independence from 

the SoBe brand.  First, they should change the name of HVC Lizard Chocolate to remove the 

“Lizard” association.  This name is a remnant of an uncertain time before the license agreement 

with SoBe was finalized.  The Lizard component of HVC Lizard Chocolate always ties the 

company very closely with the SoBe brand.  The Lizard image does not translate well to other 

markets and may limit HVC’s flexibility to expand into more mature and sophisticated markets.  

HVC should replace HVC Lizard Chocolate with a brand name that carries positive associations 

that can be stretched to more markets.  In doing so they should convey a sense of premium quality 

and, if possible, some Hawaiian attributes.  One proposed name, “Kona Cocoa” will be used 

throughout this paper to refer to this brand.  However, if thoughtfully used, the Hawaiian Vintage 

Chocolate brand could also be used in the consumer space (refer to the Long Term Strategic Plan 

for more details). 

One possible way to build brand recognition is to brand Kona Cocoa as an ingredient for all HVC 

mainstream consumer products, including SoBe.  Currently “HVC Cacaopower” a is listed as an 

ingredient on all bars and has a hexagonal icon associated with it.  This small logo is the same size 

as the logos for zinc, taurine, and the other nutraceuticals (see Exhibit 27d).  In pursuing an 

ingredient branding strategy, HVC should pull the chocolate ingredient logo away from these less 

important ingredients and change the logo to make it more distinct.  This logo should preferably 

incorporate the name of the brand itself so as to reduce the extra step of associating the brand with 

the logo (IBM is a good example).  This “seal of approval” will serve to reduce customer’s 

perceived risk of HVC products and make new product introductions easier. 
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Intermediate Term Plan 

SoBe management has set a $100 million revenue target for the 4-year horizon.  To accomplish 

this objective in the confectionary category alone will be difficult given the competitive nature of 

this market.  In order to achieve this revenue goal it would be necessary to capture roughly 2.5% 

of the market.  Consequently, HVC should seek to expand customer usage patterns in the new 

functional indulgence segment by diversifying their SoBe product offerings with brand and line 

extensions. 

SoBe products are generally designed for the consumer to use “on-the-go” in single-serving 

packages.  SoBe Chocolate, like SoBe beverages, are sold in individual packages and are intended 

for immediate consumption from the point-of-sale.  As the functional indulgence category starts to 

grow, HVC should find ways to expand its revenue stream by introducing new SoBe confections 

that can be kept and consumed in the home, at the office, or served at parties and social events.  In 

addition to the current full-size bars, HVC should introduce mini, “fun size” bars packaged in 

plastic bags and sold in larger quantities.  These line extensions would retain the same sub-brands 

and formulations as the bars.  It is also recommended to extend the brand into bite sized morsels 

with hard candy coatings, chocolate, and flavored fillings that would be packaged similarly to 

Peanut M&Ms.  These “Lizard Bites” can be introduced in different flavors but should have the 

same edgy characteristics as other SoBe chocolate products. 

Also, the SoBe brand identity can be extended to other product lines outside of the confections 

category to generate more cash for HVC and support their long-term objective of developing the 

functional indulgence category.  These new product offerings would need to be heavily chocolate 

based to be in-line with HVC’s core competency and image.  At the same time, all bars should 

retain the unique characteristics of SoBe by containing nutraceuticals and being available in 

various intense flavors that support the edgy SoBe image.  The following brand extensions for 

SoBe are proposed (see Exhibit 31): 

• Zero-carb bars. These bars would be marketed under the ‘SoBe Lean’ line developed by SoBe 

Beverage and be positioned to appeal to health-conscious consumers who are concerned with 

caloric consumption (See Exhibit 32).  Products in this fast growing category are essentially 

confections.  Carbo-Lite, the current category leader, is just a chocolate bar with no sugar (See 
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Exhibit 33).  HVC has the ability and expertise necessary to compete in this category.  The 

SoBe Lean product line is broadly associated with sugar free products and health conscious 

consumers.  Therefore, it is possible to introduce non-beverage products under this brand 

umbrella.  However, because a zero carbohydrate chocolate bar would appeal to a different 

consumer than SoBe Chocolate’s current offerings and the the product itself is different from 

SoBe Lean beverages, it will be necessary to introduce a strong sub-brand underneath the 

SoBe name to create a distinct identity for the product.  While the fact that the ‘SoBe Lean’ 

brand currently carries little brand equity, a successful product could boost sales in the overall 

line.  However, one danger with associating the chocolate products with the beverage line is 

that consumers will expect product development to occur in parallel and at the same rate in 

both lines. 

• Energy (Nutrition) Bars.  The nutrition bar market is a fast-growing segment that SoBe 

Chocolate does not satisfy with its current products.  Not considered a confection, these bars 

contain protein additives and amino-acid combinations that are intended to help users endure 

strenuous exercise.  By continually innovating with chocolate, HVC can use its superior 

chocolate quality in these types of bars.  The ‘SoBe Sport System’ line is a good fit with this 

line of bars (See Exhibit 34).  Using the ‘Sports System’ line has many of the same 

advantages and disadvantages as using the ‘Lean’ line.  Like the ‘Lean’ line, the ‘Sport 

System’ line is broadly associated with health and nutrition, and will support the introduction 

of non-beverage products.  Because the nutrition bar introduction is located closer to the 

traditional SoBe Chocolate products in the product space, the sub-branding does not have to be 

as strong as in the ‘Lean’ line (See Exhibit 31). 

• Protein bars. This growing segment could be served by introducing a ‘SoBe Protein Boost’ 

bar; an athletic energy bar with higher protein content than SoBe’s Sport System bars. The 

SoBe Boost line can also be used to quickly respond to new emerging trends. If in a few years 

calcium is a hype ingredient, the ‘SoBe Calcium Boost’ could be introduced. 

With the increased financial resources of a mature company, HVC should implement customer 

retention programs to further promote SoBe products.  An example of such a program would be 

one where every customer who sends in ten UPC’s and $5 will receive special SoBe accessories.  

These branded accessories would work to strengthen the image and lifestyle associations of SoBe.  
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Some type of “on-the-go” sports bag would be an ideal accessory, associating SoBe with action 

sports and encouraging consumers to refill the bag with SoBe products. 

HVC’s Own Products: 

This intermediate timeframe is the ideal time to push for the development of the “Kona” brand 

name by introducing products that are wholly owned, controlled, and branded by HVC.  

Consumers will have grown to recognize the Kona name on SoBe products and associate it with 

other premium products. 

Long Term Strategic Plan 

Currently, the HVC Lizard Chocolate’s future rests with the success of the SoBe branded 

chocolate.  The company itself does not have a strong brand name in the consumer space and is 

just a manufacturer, provider of ingredients, and product developer for SoBe products.  This is not 

a favorable long-term strategic position.  Ideally, HVC Lizard should use the licensed SoBe brand 

name as a tool to leverage into mainstream distribution channels and build a reputation as a 

company with integrity that produces fine products.  Using SoBe products as a spearhead into new 

markets and a cash cow to develop HVC’s own brand and products, HVC should eventually be 

able to stand on its own in the consumer space.  (See Exhibit 35 for a rough timeline of the 

suggestions.) 

The company’s focus in the long-term should be to expand the demographic reach of functional 

indulgence with other branded products so as to broaden the revenue base across the population.  

SoBe will retain its youthful, edgy persona, but as consumers who currently purchase SoBe 

product grow older – so will their tastes change.  As the brand and the population both age, it is 

easier for consumers to enter and exit the brand than for the brand to grow with the consumers.  

This is especially true of SoBe, which has such a strong association with extreme youths.  Thus, 

HVC should attempt to adopt these consumers that desire functionality in their confections while 

wanting to distance themselves from SoBe’s less sophisticated image by introducing products that 

appeal to older, more sophisticated audiences.  The ideal situation would be for the functional 

indulgence category to ride the already swelling wave of consumer acceptance to the point where 

there is a “Functional” section in grocery and convenience stores.  Through their own brands and 
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SoBe brands, HVC products will ideally have a large presence within the indulgent products in 

this section. 

However, if HVC is successful in using SoBe as the engine to create this new confectionary 

category of functional indulgence, they will have invited competition from other, larger players.  

Due to competitive pressure from larger confection manufacturers, HVC will eventually be forced 

to compete on a dimension other than functional indulgence alone in order to stay competitive in 

the market.  For SoBe, this differentiation will likely remain with its edgy, “in-your-face” attitude.  

For all HVC products the superior chocolate quality and innovative product development will 

continue to be a competitive advantage for the company. 

Product, Brand, and Company Relationships: 

The SoBe brand identity will remain a useful and important component of HVCs strategy as they 

can leverage this equity to build new channel partners and create consumer sentiment for a new 

kind of confection.  We suggest keeping SoBe edgy – introducing new products that appeal to the 

changing tastes of young consumers.  Granted, this will keep the brand managers at HVC (and at 

Pepsi) chasing fads, but in order to sustain the viability of the functional indulgence segment it is 

important to continue bringing young people into the fold.  HVC should continue extending the 

brand to new chocolate products and consider expanding into other non-chocolate confectionary 

items such as gummies and jaw-breakers.   

However, it may be in the best interests of HVC to reduce their long-term dependency on SoBe.  

The licensing situation with SoBe is not guaranteed, Pepsi may try to exert control over the 

strategic initiatives at HVC, and Pepsi’s potential mismanagement of the SoBe brand could really 

hurt SoBe Chocolate.  HVC should move away from SoBe to give itself more flexibility by 

introducing new flavors to a more mature palate through the “Kona Cocoa” name.  Traditional 

flavors such as mocha (currently found in the Drive bar) or dark chocolate, while extremely viable 

and potentially successful products, aren’t necessarily in-line with the SoBe brand.  Ideally, the 

Drive Bar (which is an exceptional product without comparison in the market right now) should be 

re-branded to appeal to a wider target audience.  In appealing to this wider audience and keeping 

with the strategy of evolving the functional indulgence category, “Kona Cocoa” should be mindful 

of the nutraceuticals included in its products.  The more “extreme” nutraceuticals such as taurine 
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and guarana should be reserved for the SoBe products while milder “botanical” nutraceuticals 

such as ginseng should be added to the more mature “Kona” line. 

It is advisable not to associate the HVC name directly with the Kona Cocoa brand, but rather to be 

a shadow endorser of the brand.  The HVC brand will not carry any weight with everyday 

consumers and the proliferation of the HVC brand may serve to cheapen its current ultra-premium 

position and lower its perception among true connoisseurs.  In the future, using its expanded 

distribution channels, HVC will be able to introduce HVC’s original gourmet chocolate to a wider 

array of gourmet markets.  While this pure HVC chocolate, priced near $25 per pound, is 

penetrating upscale grocery stores (“H-E-B Central Market” and “Trader Joe’s”) and fine candy 

retailers, it does not want to be associated with the $1.29 SoBe candy bars found at 7-Elevens. 

It is necessary to create a clear distinction between each of HVC’s lines in the consumers’ minds.  

“Firewalls” are necessary between these various lines of chocolate products to prevent consumers 

from unwanted shifting between categories.  Between HVC’s gourmet chocolate and Kona Cocoa, 

the important firewalls are distribution, price, concern for the utmost quality taste, and brand 

name.  Between the Kona Cocoa lines and SoBe Chocolate the important firewalls are image, 

flavoring, and the nature of the nutraceuticals used.  There are several ways to structure the 

corporation and brands to associate these firewalls.  One possible way is to introduce the Kona 

name as a HVC product and not as an ingredient.  In this case HVC chocolate would be branded as 

an ingredient that is blended to make the chocolate that is contained in SoBe Chocolate and 

HVC’s own Kona line.  It is important to distance HVC’s ultra-premium offerings from its mass-

market consumer offerings, so the fact that the consumer products are blended is important to 

convey.  HVC’s gourmet offerings would then be branded as “100% HVC,” packaged as an ultra-

premium chocolate, and distributed only through premium channels.  This ingredient strategy is 

similar to “Café De Colombia’s.”  An alternate, and perhaps preferable, strategy is to introduce the 

Kona line as an ingredient for both SoBe products and HVC’s own “Kona” products.  This will 

more clearly separate the HVC’s ultra-premium and mainstream offerings.  The Kona ingredient 

will first find acceptance in the SoBe line, which it will use as a launching point to leverage into 

new markets.   As the Kona brand gains equity and HVC introduces new product through it, the 

ingredient logo will be displayed more prominently on the packaging.  Mental models of these 

possible brand hierarchies and corporate structures are depicted in Exhibits 36 and 37.
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“Healthy 
Refreshment”

“All Natural”

Different collectable
bottle cap taglines

Unique bottle imprint

Bright Colors and
Flashy Logos

Exotic and “New Age”
Look and Feel

Exhibit 1: SoBe Beverage Packaging

Conclusion: SoBe beverages use packaging to communicate the

product’s youthful, fresh, and healthy image.



Water

Fruit Drinks

Fruit Juices

SoBe

Specialty
Drinks

SoBe sticker
on cold-vault door

Other products
displayed on

cold-vault

Free-standing
end of aisle

display

Exhibit 2a: SoBe Beverages In Convenience Stores

Typical Placement

Conclusion: SoBe beverages are placed near

other fruit drinks and water.  SoBe beverages

have good penetration, excellent brand

recognition, and the flexibility for bundling and

cooperatively displaying products

SoBe Adren-
aline Rush



• Gender

– Male 63%

– Female 37%

• Age

– 17 Yrs. and under 11%

– 18 - 24 Yrs. 22%

– 25-34 28%

– 35-44 24%

– 45-54 10%

– 55 + 5%

• Marital Status
– Single or Divorced 61%

– Married 39%

Convenience Store Chocolate Purchases

Exhibit 2b: SoBe Chocolate Convenience Store Consumers

Source: Bill Meissner

Conclusion: The convenience store

channel is effective in reaching

SoBe’s target demographic.



Distance from House

• Less than 1 mile 52%

• 1 mile but < 2 miles 11%

• 2 - 5 miles 10%

• Over 5 miles 26%

Time of Day

• 6 - 9 am 8%

• 9 - 11 6%

• 11 - 2 pm 15%

• 2 - 4 14%

• 4 - 7 18%

• 7 - 11 26%

• 11- 6 am 13%

Convenience Store Chocolate Purchases

2 M
iles

Source: Bill Meissner

Exhibit 2c: SoBe Chocolate Convenience Store Consumers

Conclusion: Convenience stores are easily

accessible for consumers and are especially busy

during lunch hours and after work.



SoBe is all about individualism, energy, health and high quality

SoBe Rx Snapple Arizona

Is for someone like me 84% 60% 77% 69%

Fits my lifestyle 80% 59% 74% 66%

Is very high quality 78% 82% 72% 76%

Gives me energy 73% 40% 22% 38%

Provides health benefits 69% 52% 21% 39%

Is innovative 67% 62% 32% 42%

Is unconventional 46% 34% 12% 25%

Users Rating Their Brands

Conclusion: Of all the New-Age Players, SoBe is best positioned as a true lifestyle brand.

All attributes are transferable to platforms beyond beverages and into confections.

Exhibit 3: SoBe Brand Associations

Source: Bill Meissner



• Category
Consumer packaged snacks

• Features
Unique Flavors
Edgy and flashy packaging
Neutraceutical Ingredients
Lizard Logo

• Customer Benefits
Individualism
Counter-culture membership
Energy boost with great taste

• Usage Situations
Healthier Refreshment
Pick-me-up during the day

Exhibit 4: SoBe Brand Associations

• Category
Consumer packaged snacks

Chocolate Products

• Features
Unique Flavors

Edgy and flashy packaging

Neutraceutical Ingredients

Lizard Logo

• Customer Benefits
Individualism

Counter-culture membership

Energy boost with great taste

Health benefits of chocolate
Satisfies chocolate craving & hunger

• Usage Situations
Healthier Refreshment

Pick-me-up during the day

Everyday Fuel

Conclusion: The SoBe Chocolate brand inherits the core associations of the SoBe parent brand, adds

chocolate, and makes them relevant to the confectionary category.



Company is co-
founded by John
Bello and Tom
Schwalm as South
Beach Beverage Co.
LLC.

1995
6 flavors introduced in NYC & Miami,
including Key Largo Lemon Tea,
Boca Berry Grape, Palm Beach
Mango, Hurricane, Orange Elixir &
Pina Colada

Mar Dec

1996 Feb Dec
First South
Beach-
sponsored event,
“South Beach
Bash” is held in
Greenwich, CT

“SoBe”
company
concept
introduced at
Interbev trade
show in Texas

“SoBe” 3G
Black Tea
introduced
in New
Hampshire
test market

SoBe 3G
Black Tea
widely
introduced

Oct Nov

Final SoBe stock
offering

1997 Feb DecApr
SoBe line (9
flavors) replaces
South Beach
brand

Full SoBe line
introduced in San
Diego - first West
Coast market

SoBe introduced
into the Snapple
network on the
East Coast from
Philadelphia to
Maine

SoBe goes
international!
Launched with Pepsi
distributor in Bermuda.
(Within 3 weeks, brand
outsells all other soft
drinks besides Coke!)

May Jun

1998 Feb Oct
Zen Blend,
Wisdom, Eros,
Orange Tomato
Elixir flavors
introduced

1st dairy-based
product (Lizard
Line) debuts  -
Lizard Blizzard
(later named Liz
Blizz) hits
shelves

Exhibit 5a: Timeline for Sobe Drinks 1995-1998



1999
May Dec

2000 May DecAug

2001 Feb DecMay Jul

2002 Jan Oct

SoBe forms Team
Lizard with skier,
skateboarding
pros and  formed
SoBe mountain
bike racing team.

Jan
Lean Line
Introduced

Fuel flavor is
introduced

Karma and Drive
flavors are
introduced.

Aug

SoBe begins
sponsorship of
Major League
Lacrosse
program.

SoBe adds pro
freestyle
motocross rider
Trevor Vines to
Team Lizard

Jun
Sports
System is
introduced in
four flavors

Pro
snowboarders
Kier Dillon and
Anne Molin
Kongsgaard join
Team Lizard

SoBe launches
Microsoft X-
box promotion.

Becomes separate
operating unit of
Pepsi-Cola North
America.
Begines sponsorship
of USA Track and
Field program.

Adrenaline Rush
is introduced in
8.3 ounce can,
and becomes
No.2 selling drink
in the Energy
category.

Jan
Love Bus
Brew is
introduced at
FMI trade
show in
Chicago

Adrenaline in 6.5
oz. glass bottle is
introduced at
NACS trade
show in Las
Vegas.

Oct
Adds new flavors
flavors Nirvana,
Dragon, Lava
and MacLizard’s
Lemonade

SoBe Suzuki
Racing Team
announced

Conclusion: SoBe beverages established a action sport lifestyle brand in 6 years mainly using

field marketing and sport sponsorship with limited radio ads mass media support

SoBe gum
introduced

Exhibit 5b: Timeline for Sobe Drinks 1999-2002



Price
High

Chocolate Quality
High

Exhibit 6:

Competitor

Landscape

Low

Sobe

New Dimension:

Functional
Indulgence

Action & Edgy
Lifestyle

Snickers

M&Ms

Hershey’s Reeses

Hershey’s Nugget
Hershey's York
Peppermint Patty

Mars

Hershey’s Kiss

Nestle Treasures

Chocolate Quality
Low

Sobe Chocolate opened a new dimension (based on premium chocolate and
pricing) to compete on functional indulgence and chocolate with an attitude
branding.

Godiva

Dove

Cadbury

Ferrero Rocher



2002
Dec

2003
Jan

Exhibit 7: Timeline for Sobe Chocolate 2002-2003

•HVC Lizard
Chocolate
conceived.
•Licensing from
SoBe Beverage
Company.
•Partnership with
Hawaiian Vintage
Chocolate

June

Feb

Conclusion: Sobe chocolate used field marketing and faced strong pressure from retailer’s high

expectation  to boost the sales of Sobe chocolate in a short period of time

•Test market
in San Diego
for 4 flavors.
•SoBe Zealot
marketing
model tested.

Oct
•Launched
the four
flavors:
Energy,
Power, Drive
and Tsunami

•Exclusive
contract with
7-11 until Jan
2003

•Terminated
exclusive
contract with
7-11 and
started to
look for more
distribution

•Sobe Zealot
started sampling
outside  90% of
the 7-11 stores
•Zealots sponsor
events to spread
word of the
mouth of the
product

•Plan to leverage Sobe
drink’s awareness by co-
marketing?
•Plan to introduce a new
brand without Sobe name
to appeal to the premium
chocolate market?

Jan



Exhibit 8: US Confectionery Category Sales Volume and Growth in 2002

(52 weeks ending 7/14/02; food, drug and mass merchandisers, excluding Walmart; non-
seasonal. Source: Information Resources Inc.)

4.1%18,316.119,093.0Total

12.2%1,800.22,050.8Individual Snacks

-1.3%1,310.71,293.5Gums and Mints

2.0%1,980.42,020.7Non Chocolate Candy

2.7%4,066.14,181.0Chocolate Candy

4.1%9,158.79,547.0Candy & Snacks

% change
2001 $Sales

(MM)
2002 $ Sales

(MM)
Category



Exhibit 9: US TOP 8 Chocolate Manufacturers

CHOCOLATE CANDY (boxes and bags greater than 3.5oz.)

(52 weeks ending 7/14/02; food, drug and mass merchandisers, excluding Walmart; non-
seasonal. Source: Information Resources Inc.)

100%2.70% $4,165.30Total

9.46%NA $   393.90Others

1.00%-0.30% $     42.40Tootsie Roll

1.10%-23.50% $     47.20Kraft Food

1.30%24.10% $     56.00Ferrero USA

1.60%-7.30% $     68.30RM. Palmer

7.80%-2.60% $   323.20Russell Stover

8.70%2.50% $   361.90Nestle

26.50%3.50% $1,104.50Master Foods

42.40%2.70% $1,767.90Hershey

Market
Share

% change
vs last yr

$Sales (MM)Manufacturer



-2.28297.72.04735Total

-16.18.6-20.125.7Kraft’s Terry's

18.69.618.830.6Ferrero Rocher

-4.411-2.130.9Nestle Treasures

-711.71.334.1Hershey's York Peppermint

-7.133-5.953.3Master Foods Snickers

-5.418.92.153.9Hershey's Reese's

22.9-8.764Hershey's Nuggets

-1431.614.590.1Hershey's Kiss

6.276.26.8152.1Hershey's

8.774.213.7200.3Master Foods M&Ms

% change
vs last
yr

     Unit
Sales
(MM)

%change
vs
last yr

$Sales (MM)

Exhibit 10: US TOP 10 Chocolate Candy Brands

CHOCOLATE CANDY (boxes and bags greater than 3.5oz.)

(52 weeks ending 7/14/02; food, drug and mass merchandisers, excluding Walmart; non-
seasonal. Source: Information Resources Inc.)



Exhibit 11a: US Bar Market Sales and Segment

Source: SPINS, San Francisco, CA

Mainstream Bar Sales
(Non-Confectionary)

Diet

Lifestyle/Wellness

Athletic

Total Sales $580 Million (Year ending October 2002)

38%

21%

41%



Athletic/Diet  Bars    $ Sales (MM) % Growth
• Slim Fast $126 +61%
• Power Bar $84 +36%
• Balance $48 +12%
• Clif Luna $42 +45%
• Clif $25 +1%

Lifestyle/Wellness Bars                                  $Sales (MM)

• Kellog’s Nutri Grain $135

• Quaker Fruit and Oat Bars $84

• General Mills Chex Morning Mix $37

• Nutri Grain Twists $20

IRI FDM (-Walmart) 52 weeks 9/02

Exhibit 11b: Competitive Landscape for Bar Market



Fat Energy

TasteTaste

Power Bar

SoBeSoBe
Snickers

Power Bar

Slim Fast

Snickers

Slim Fast

Reeses

Hersheys

Balance Gold

Reeses

Hersheys

Balance Gold

Exhibit 12: Competitive Landscape for Bar Market

SoBe Delivers 
on Energy

SoBe Delivers 
on Taste

SoBe Does Not
Deliver On Health

Conclusion: SoBe Chocolate delivers by providing great taste and an increased energy boost.  It is a

different, and less healthy type of, energy boost than Power Bar.  However, it is a significant energy

boost over traditional confections while maintaining the great taste of candy.

Trend In Diet
Bar Market Trend In Energy

Bar Market
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Exhibit 13: Comparison of Nutritional Facts

Conclusion: SoBe Chocolate truly belongs in the

confections category.  Consumers looking for an

energy supplement bar will not be satisfied with SoBe

Chocolate.



“Under HVC's singular farming method, the trees are grown and the crop harvested by
removing the ripe pods from the trees.  The pods are collected, transported to the
fermentary, and opened. The 40 or so cocoa beans are removed and placed in an oak
fermentary box. They are turned daily for five days to remove the raw bitter taste of
cocoa and to develop precursors that are the components of chocolate flavor. Next,
the beans must dry. During the drying process the beans lose nearly all their moisture
and half their weight. HVC ages the beans for up to one year deepening and
broadening the flavor profile while removing any bitterness. When the aging process is
complete, the beans are roasted lightly to retain their natural flavor then ground to a
palate pleasing smoothness. They are then conched to ensure that all the particles are
coated with cocoa butter to achieve the velvety texture of Hawaiian Vintage
Chocolate. As agricultural conditions vary from year to year and season to season,
each year's product will contain a different percentage of Hawaiian grown cocoa
beans. Our commitment to you is that the quality of Hawaiian Vintage Chocolate
products will remain unchanged. The HVC chocolate making process coupled with
meticulous craftsmanship produces what many consider to be the world's finest tasting
chocolate.”

Exhibit 14: HVC’s Beginnings and the “HVC Gourmet” Selling Proposition

Conclusion: HVC Gourmet will appeal only to those who value the utmost quality and care, and are

willing to pay for it.  Primary targets are gourmet chefs, upscale restaurants, and special occasions

“In 1986, HVC set out to create the world's first variety/Vintage chocolate. Following the
model of the California wine industry, they matched the selected genetics he had
collected to the environment of Hawaii. Select Cocoa trees were bred to create the fourth
distinct variety of cocoa - Hawaiian - the first new variety in 80 years.  The company is a
leading developer and innovator of gourmet varietal and functional chocolate.

Source: www.hawaiianchocolate.com



Exhibit 15: Health Benefits of Chocolate

Conclusion: SoBe Chocolate emphasizes

The health benefits of chocolate that have been

discovered and have received so much press

recently.  This is crucial for creating a “better

for you” functional product.

Source: www.sobechocolate.com



Exhibit 16: SoBe Chocolate’s Flavor Offerings



Exhibit 17: Breakdown of Functional Ingredients



Exhibit 18: Margin structure SoBe Chocolate

Base cost

Gross Margin

Trade margin

Retail margin

1.29  Manufacturer’s    
Suggested Retail Price

0.26  Cost of product

0.71  Price to retailer

0.64  Price to distributor

HVC

Distributor

Retailer



Exhibit 19: Energy Bars In a Convenience Store

Slim-Fast for
Fat-conscious

dieters

Carbo-Lite for
dieters with a 
sweet tooth

Energy bars for
meal

supplements
and health
conscious
athletes

Conclusion: SoBe Chocolate does not belong in the energy bar section of
convenience stores and will not appeal to consumers shopping in that area.



Exhibit 20: Candy Bars In a Convenience Store

Conclusion: SoBe Chocolate belongs in the confectionary aisle in stores but it is easy

for a product to get lost among the huge variety and powerful established brands.  They

must develop eye-catching distinctive packaging and other placement within the store.

Gum, Mints, and SweetTarts

SNICKERS

REESES BUTTERFINGER

HERSHEY’S

Gum, Lolypops, and Specialty



Exhibit 21: SoBe Chocolate Corporate Sponsorship

Queen of the Mountain is supported
by a roster of sponsors sharing
our vision and dedication, which
include: Billabong, Boost Mobile,
Burton Snowboards, Cold as Ice,
Da Kine, Dickies Girl, Etnies, 32,
Girls Learn to Ride, Mountain High,
Redbull, Snowboarder Magazine,
Sobe Chocolate, Trixie Girl
snowboards and Turtle Bay Resort.

SoBe Chocolate Logo

Recognition of SoBe
Chocolate Support

Conclusion: By sponsoring action sports such as snowboarding, surfing, and

skateboarding, SoBe Chocolate appeals to their target demographic of 16-24 year

old youths.  The SoBe brand image supports their active, alternative lifestyle.



Exhibit 22: SoBe Chocolate Valentine’s Day Card

Edgy and
Over-the-top

Humor

Explanation
of Functional
Ingredients

Directing Consumers to
Distribution Channels

SoBe
Chocolate
Logo and
Website

Explanation of
Product Offerings

Conclusion: SoBe Chocolate uses youthful and edgy marketing materials to communicate with consumers one-on-one.

They are attempting to create a counter-culture that feels as though they are a part of a smaller group of educated

consumers who are fighting against the large mega-brands.

High-Impact
Graphics



Exhibit 23: SoBe Websites

Loud, in your
face, music

Association
with action

sports

Target
demographic
clearly shown

Association
with specific

events

Link to SoBe
Chocolate site

Conclusion: SoBe websites have a similar look and feel with an action sports affiliation.  However, the chocolate

website is not as seamlessly integrated into the beverage site as other SoBe lines.  Also, the beverage site does not

specifically show individuals from the target demographic, leaving it more lifestyle and action oriented than age and

personality oriented.  Specifically depicting edgy teen males may alienate some consumers.  The loud, fast paced,

music from the intro of the Chocolate website continues while browsing the site and may annoy browsers.

SoBe Beverage:

SoBe Chocolate:



Chocolate Bar Packaging Beverage 
Packaging

Exhibit 24: SoBe Beverage and Chocolate Package Similarities

Conclusion: SoBe Chocolate is packaged to mirror an established beverage sub-brand.  This helps to

quickly establish brand equity, gain trial users, and open up co-marketing opportunities.



Exhibit 25: SoBe Chocolate Compared to PowerBar

Typical Energy Bar

Unappetizing, Mealy,
Gritty, Substantial, Bad

Taste

SoBe Chocolate Bar

Appetizing, Smooth, Shiny, Creamy,
Great Taste, Sugary, Fatty

Conclusion: Consumers seeking the substance, health, and natural boost of an energy bar will not be

satisfied by a SoBe bar.  Consumers looking for the taste and texture of a candy bar will not be satisfied

by an energy bar.  SoBe Chocolate is a confection and should not be confused with an energy bar



Exhibit 26a: SoBe Chocolate Construct Definition and Verbal Lexicon

Familiarity: Always new but familiar * Associated with youth

Evokes Memories: Nostalgic * Reminds of friends and good times

Escape: Alone on a wave/half pipe * Secret pleasure * Get away/bond with

friends * Go time

Enjoyment: Great taste * Happy * Enjoyment * Sensual * Exotic * Edgy

Everyday Fuel: Energy * Makes me hyper * Do more * High * Get more done *

Perform better * Full of life * Rejuvinated * Feeling New * Attitudinal edge

Emotional Comfort: Therapy * Comfort Food * Reassured with energy jolt *

relaxed * Happy * Confidence * With friends * Warm Inside * Health benefits

Eating Occasions: I always eat one when I go skateboarding * Surfing *

Afternoon Jolt * Reward for exercise * special occasions * Studying

Dependable Quality: It won’t change * Always the same smooth taste and

texture * Much better than a Snickers or Hersheys

Consumer Loyalty: I need it to get through the day * It gets me going * I eat

one for lunch every day * I associate myself with it

Availability: Easy * Close * Quick * Convenient * Indulgent

Anticipation:  Expectation * Starting to get tired/bored * Need a break *

Thinking about it * Dreaming About It * Enticing * Need a Boost

SoBe Chocolate Constructs

Conclusion: This type of thought process can clearly define brand/person relationships



Product
Attributes

Taste
“Attitude”

Unique
Product

Image of
Product

“Attitude”

Evokes
Memories

Enjoyment

Indulgence

Anticipation

Escape

Everyday
Fuel

Eating
Occasions

Exhibit 26b: SoBe Chocolate Consensus Map

Conclusion: This type of perceptual

map can be used to boil the brand down

to its one main association.



Exhibit 27a: SoBe Chocolate’s Current Packaging

Shiny 
Mylar Wrapper

Bright Colors
High Impact 

Graphics

Lizard Logo
Displayed

Prominently.
Very different
color schemes

SoBe Brand
Emphasized

True Chocolate
Nature of the 

Product is Very 
Understated

Energy Oriented
Sub-Brands
Emphasized



Exhibit 27b: SoBe Chocolate’s Current Packaging

Hawaiian Heritage
Strongly Emphasized

Functional Ingredients 
Emphasized

(without explanation)

References to HVCContact Info

Conclusion: SoBe Chocolate is branded as an image and lifestyle product.  Nutritional

information is hidden.  The energy and health aspects are ambiguous.



Exhibit 27c: SoBe Chocolate’s Current Packaging

Ingredients
Hidden Behind

Mylar Flap

Nutritional Facts
Hidden Behind

Mylar Flap

Conclusion: SoBe Chocolate hides its nutritional information and ingredients while PowerBar

advertises this information.  SoBe Chocolate does not match the necessary points of parity on

ingredients, vitamins, and health benefits for the energy bar market.

No Vitamins
Or Health
Related

Ingredients

SoBe Bar

PowerBar

Nutritional Info 
Prominently
Displayed

Long List of
Vitamins and

Health Related
Ingredients



www.sobechocolate.com

“Chocolate with Attitude”

Lizard Logos Differ Based on 
Logos Found On Beverages

Icons Depicting Functional Ingredients

Small Message Conveying 
the Product Features

Exhibit 27d: Miscellaneous Packaging Issues

HVC Chocolate listed
as ingredient



Exhibit 27e: Current Packaging vs. Test Market Packaging

Foil Wrapper
With Paper

“Chocolate” More
Heavily Emphasized
On Older Package

Same
Lizard
Logo

OLD

CURRENT

Mylar Wrapper
that is Crimped

at the End

Flashier Colors Icons

Conclusion: The current packaging is much flashier and more eye-catching than the packaging used in

the San Diego test market.  However, the current packaging looks less like a traditional candy bar and

does not communicate the chocolate aspect of the product as well.

Bar Shape Visible
Through Package



SoBe vs. Traditional Confections

SoBe vs. Traditional Energy Bars

Exhibit 28a: SoBe Packaging Comparison

Conclusion: The current packaging for SoBe

Chocolate very closely resembles that of an

Energy Bar and thus may confuse consumers and

retailers as to the true nature of the product



Exhibit 28b: SoBe Packaging vs. Confections and Energy Bars

Old Packaging Looks More Like
A Confectionary Product

Current Packaging Looks More 
Like An Energy Bar Product

“Power” and
Shiny Mylar
Wrapping

Conclusion: The current packaging is looks more like an energy bar than a confection.



Exhibit 29: SoBe Chocolate’s Revised Logo

Conclusion: By using browns and neutral colors and clearly communicating the word

“Chocolate” the revised SoBe chocolate logo more clearly communicates the fact that the

product is chocolate.  However, it is not as eye catching and flashy.  On the package itself, it

would be advisable liven up the colors.



Exhibit 30a: SoBe In Store Co-Marketing Opportunities

Stickers and/or product
racks on the cold vault
near SoBe beverages Incorporation into SoBe

beverage free-standing
end-of-aisle displays

Free standing displays for
candy at the front of stores

Conclusion: SoBe products offer several ways to effectively co-market.  Point of

purchase displays are very important to leverage existing SoBe brand equity and to

communicate the exact nature of the products and its key benefits.



Bundles of products
presented on beverage

website based on flavors
Reference to SoBe Chocolate
on beverage website and link.

Possible sub-brands and
SoBe lines to leverage

Chocolate into

Exhibit 30b: SoBe Web-Site Co-Marketing Opportunities

Conclusion: The SoBe website is a great forum to strengthen networks and

associations between SoBe branded products.  Seamlessly integrating into this website

may be important for co-marketing and leveraging new SoBe brands.



Fat Energy

TasteTaste

Power Bar

SoBe NowSoBe Now
Snickers

Power Bar

Slim Fast

Snickers

Slim Fast

Reeses

Hersheys

Balance Gold

Reeses

Hersheys

Balance Gold

Exhibit 31: Potential Brand Extension in the Bar Market

Energy Power BarZ-Carb Bar

Moving into the Z-Carb market is quite

far away from current Sobe Chocolate’ s

positioning.  A strong sub-brand or a new

brand is needed.

Z-Carb
Bar to be

Energy
Bar to be

Moving into the energy bar market base

on the same functional indulgence benefit

is close to Sobe’s current positioning.

Leveraging Sobe brand is viable.



Exhibit 32: Brand Extension - Zero Carb Bar

Sobe Zero Carb Bar

+
Posistioning

Sugar-free SoBe is sweetened with a blend of
sucralose and ACE-K, health conscious
dieters who want to avoid sugar and
aspartame can drink all they want with no
worries.

Sobe Lean website & product line

• Category
Consumer packaged snacks, diet
energy bar

• Features
Healthy nutraceutical ingredients

• Customer Benefits
Energy boost with minimum calories

Conclusion: Sobe chocolate can extend to zero carb bar category by leveraging the current

‘Sobe Lean’ line.



Exhibit 33: Carbo-Lite Bars

“The Original Chocolate Bar For Low-Carb Dieters”

Traditional Candy Flavors

Conclusion: Carbo-Lite, one of the best selling bars in the energy bar section, is just a

product for Low-Carb dieters with a sweet tooth.  It is a candy bar with no sugar.  It still has

high caloric and fat content.



Exhibit 34: Brand Extension - Sports Bar

Conclusion: It is viable for Sobe chocolate to extend to sports bar market by leveraging the current

Sobe Sports System under Sobe beverage.  It is easy to transfer the positioning, features and product

lines.

• Category
Consumer packaged snacks,
sports & energy bar

• Features
Healthy and nutraceutical
Ingredients – increase
performance

• Customer Benefits
Energy boost

Sobe Energy Bar

+

Positioning:

The next generation sports supplements for a
new generation of athletes

Features:

Replenish fluids and natural supplements

Benefit:

Support the drivers of performance: muscles,
joints and the cardiovascular system.

Sobe Sports System website & product line



2003-

2006

2006-

2009

2009-

2013

Exhibit 35 - Timeline for Sobe Chocolate 2003-2013

Change
packaging: wrap,
colors and logo.
Add ingredient
logo to wrap

Change product
size, shape

Lower the Price

Extend Functional
Indulgence category

by extending into
new retail channels.

Expand SoBe chocolate
into multiple markets by
adding line and brand
extensions, extending

the Functional
Indulgence category.

Increase SoBe
consumer retention

activities

Continue to grow and
expand the Functional
Indulgence category by
acting as the category

leader.

Leverage the
Functional Indulgence
category by creating
new brands in new
product categories

Increase point of
purchase

promotional efforts:
increase product

education.

Begin to expand
Functional Indulgence

category with own
brands (different

demos)



100%
HVC

Gourmet Vintage Chocolate
No Nutraceuticals
Premium Distribution Channels

Super Premium Chocolate
“Botanical” Nutraceuticals
Traditional Flavors, Mature Taste

(Mocha, Dark Choc.)

Premium Chocolate
“Extreme” Nutraceuticals
Funky Flavoring
“Chocolate with Attitude”

Firewall: Price, taste,
distribution, name

Firewall: Flavors,
Image, Nutraceuticals

Exhibit 36a: HVC’s Potential Brand Hierarchy (#1)

Conclusion: By using SoBe Chocolate to develop the category of functional indulgence and various blends of

the HVC ultra-premium chocolate, HVC can leverage its own company into the consumer space.
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HVC Premium 
Blend Ingredient

HVC Premium 
Blend Ingredient

The “Kona” logo example was adapted from Kona Mountain Bikes



Hawaiian Vintage Chocolate
(Parent Company – Fine Chocolates)

100% HVC
(Varietals, Utmost in Quality,
Targeting Gourmet Market)

Ingredient Brand

“HVC”
(High Quality, targeting consumer market)

SoBe Products
(Exotic flavors make “Chocolate with

Attitude,” functional and extreme
nutraceuticals, HVC blend as

ingredient)

Licensed Brand 

Premium Chocolate
Products

(Mature, mainstream flavors, botanical
nutraceuticals, HVC as an ingredient)

Owned Brand

Chocolate Bars:
   - Energy, Tsunami, Power

Energy Bars:
   - Adren. Rush (Sports System)

Zero Carb Bars:
   - SoBe Lean

Chocolate Bars:
   - Dark Chocolate, Mocha

Energy Bars:
   - Rich Chocolate

Zero Carb Bars:
   - Z-Carb

Exhibit 36b: Potential Corporate and Brand Hierarchy (#1)

HVC Blend

The “Kona” logo example was adapted from Kona Mountain Bikes



HVC

Gourmet Vintage Chocolate
No Nutraceuticals
Premium Distribution Channels

Super Premium Chocolate
“Botanical” Nutraceuticals
Traditional Flavors, Mature Taste

(Mocha, Dark Choc.)

Premium Chocolate
“Extreme” Nutraceuticals
Funky Flavoring
“Chocolate with Attitude”

Firewall: Price, taste,
distribution, name

Firewall: Flavors,
Image, Nutraceuticals

Exhibit 37a: HVC’s Potential Brand Hierarchy (#2)

Conclusion: By using SoBe Chocolate to develop the category of functional indulgence and the “Kona

Cocoa” ingredient brand, HVC can leverage its own company into the consumer space.
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The “Kona” logo example was adapted from Kona Mountain Bikes



Hawaiian Vintage Chocolate
(Parent Company – Fine Chocolates)

HVC
(Varietals, Utmost in Quality,
Targeting Gourmet Market)

Ingredient Brand

“Kona Cocoa”
(High Quality, targeting consumer market, perhaps

referencing HVC)

SoBe Products
(Exotic flavors make “Chocolate with

Attitude,” functional and extreme
nutraceuticals, token endorsed by Kona

which is branded as ingredient)

Shadow Endorsement

Licensed Brand 

Premium Chocolate
Products

(Mature, mainstream flavors,
functional botanical nutraceuticals)

Owned Brand

Chocolate Bars:
   - Energy, Tsunami, Power

Energy Bars:
   - Adren. Rush (Sports System)

Zero Carb Bars:
   - SoBe Lean

Chocolate Bars:
   - Dark Chocolate, Mocha

Energy Bars:
   - Rich Chocolate

Zero Carb Bars:
   - Z-Carb

Exhibit 37b: Potential Corporate and Brand Hierarchy (#2)

The “Kona” logo example was adapted from Kona Mountain Bikes


